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Product Recommendations for Large Animal Facilities 
 
Process improvement is our number one goal. 

Who we are:  For more than 30 years, Contec has been developing innovative cleaning and disinfection tools for the most critical 
environments from pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturing to cleaning the most critical environments in acute care 
facilities.  Having the proper tools for cleaning and disinfecting is a major component of mitigating risk and improving outcomes. 
Contec’s Lab Animal Sciences portfolio incorporates our best and most efficient products and technologies into a complete system 
of solutions for cleaning and disinfecting large animal facilities. With our own manufacturing and distribution centers here in the 
USA and abroad, we have uninterrupted flow of inventory and no need to wait on containers from other companies in Asia. Contec 
partners with several local vendors offering unique tools to improve process outcomes.

Contamination Control Tools by Process: 

Room Cleaning

Peroxigard®

Peroxigard is ideal for safe, effective and quick 
disinfection.
Peroxigard can be used to foam cages, mop floors, clean 
and disinfect other areas and equipment within the facility. 
When used with the Foamit mobile on-board battery-
operated unit, stacked cages can be foamed in a matter of 
minutes, saving on labor.

Floors/Cages

String Mop

Use the string mop for larger footprint areas. It is 
designed like a string mop. However, it is not cotton. 
Therefore, it has none of the issues that traditional cotton 
mops have. 
The mop is made from a continuous tube of 100% 
polyester knitted fabric looped to form mop strands that 
will not shed or break.   
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Premira® Portables™ 

Premira Portables is a resealable pouch that contains ten 
dry Premira mop pads which can be saturated on demand. 
Simply pour the chosen chemistry directly over the dry 
pads in the pouch and write the chemistry and date on the 
convenient label – no buckets, no hassles! 
The pouch can be resealed and easily carried from room 
to room, with less mess. 

Scrub Sponge  

For difficult, dried-on debris, the Contec Professional 
Scrub Sponge in conjunction with the ZeroGravity™ 
Handle and blue ZeroGravity™ frame, provides an easy 
solution to removal of any debris that is difficult to 
remove from floors or cages. 

Above Floor Cleaning

ContecClean™ Cloth  

ContecClean™ Cloth comes in a variety of sizes and is 
ideal for all surfaces.

Peroxigard RTU  

You can use the Peroxigard RTU wipe as a one-step 
convenient way to clean and disinfect all types  
of surfaces. 

TuffStuff™  

TuffStuff™ also provides convenient easy to use wipers 
that can be placed in any location within  
the room.  
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High Areas

High Duster XF  

Contec’s patented, unique High Duster XF can be used to 
clean and disinfect high and hard to reach areas. 
Use with ZeroGravity™ QuickChange handles to clean 
around airlines, ducts, and other difficult spots.

Hallways

Premira® Mop Pad 

For shorter hallways, Premira® mop pads are ideal for 
cleaning and disinfecting while larger hallways call for the 
the EL Mop! 

Edgeless® Floor Mop  

Patented textured edgeless mops feature unique ribbed, 
twisted strands that are more sorbent than traditional 
string mops and have a textured head band that is ideal 
when additional abrasion resistance is required.

All Areas

Toolflex One™ 

Toolflex One™ is the ultimate, most versatile, wall 
mounted tool holder system to effectively organize, 
efficiently store and quickly access a wide variety of tools 
of different sizes, shapes, and contours. 
Uses FDA compliant food-contact material, the system can 
be cleaned-in-place or holders can be removed for cleaning 
in a cage washer or autoclave machine. 
8 distinct color-coded options available.  


